Successfully detecting, analyzing, and reasoning about collective anomalies is important for many real-life application domains 6 (e.g., intrusion detection, fraud analysis, software security). The primary challenges to achieving this goal include the overwhelming 7 number of low-risk events and their multimodal relationships, the diversity of collective anomalies by various data and anomaly types, and 8 the difficulty in incorporating the domain knowledge of experts. In this paper, we propose the novel concept of the faceted High-Order 9 Correlation Graph (HOCG). Compared with previous, low-order correlation graphs, HOCG achieves better user interactivity, computational 10 scalability, and domain generality through synthesizing heterogeneous types of objects, their anomalies, and the multimodal relationships, 11 all in a single graph. We design elaborate visual metaphors, interaction models, and the coordinated multiple view based interface to allow 12 users to fully unleash the visual analytics power of the HOCG. We conduct case studies for three application domains and collect feedback 13 from domain experts who apply our method to these scenarios. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the HOCG in the overview of 14 point anomalies, the detection of collective anomalies, and the reasoning process of root cause analyses. 15
may indicate a collective anomaly. 38 The detection of collective anomalies is challenging, 39 because their anomalous states are revealed by each indi-40 vidual event on the objects (known as point anomalies), and 41 heavily dependent on the relationship among the events. 42 The combination of low-risk events with their relationships 43 leads to an explosion of potential states to examine for 44 anomaly detection algorithms. To overcome this data prolif- 45 eration, most techniques on the collective anomaly detection 46 focus on a single type of relationship among events, such as 47 sequential [3] , spatial [4] , or graph relationship [5] . For each 48 type of relationship, specific feature extraction algorithms 49 are designed to reduce the event data and their relation-50 ships into a vector of features within a given feature space. 51 The point anomaly detection algorithms are then applied to 52 discover the collective anomalies from the extracted feature 53 vector. Therefore, these techniques are often limited to a sin-54 gle type of data and application. 55 On the other hand, visualizations have been widely 56 developed for the purposes of anomaly detection, e.g., the 57 correlation graph for agnostic anomaly detection in wireless 58 sensor networks [6] , [7] , or spatiotemporal [8] and informa-59 tion diffusion anomaly visualization [9] over social media. [23] , [24] , [25] . The prior-knowledge based approaches 141 require assumptions or experience to provide a normal pro-142 file for the anomaly detection. Liu et al. [22] assumed that 143 the Mahalanobis squared distances between the attributes 144 of a sensor network follow a chi-squared distribution. In 145 contrast, the prior-knowledge free approaches usually con-146 struct the normal profile through the training process. 147 Khanna et al. [24] applied a genetic algorithm to measure 148 the fitness of network nodes. 149 Compared with the existing approaches, the point anom- 150 aly detection method in this work adopts a hybrid strategy. 151 It can take a normal profile for a higher detection accuracy. 152 It can also be prior-knowledge free when the normal profile 153 is unavailable and the anomalies are rare. In the meanwhile, 154 our collective anomaly detection method relies on human 155 intervention through visual analytics, which does not fall 156 into the algorithm-centric category. 157 
Visual Analytics for Anomaly Detection

158
The visual analytics techniques for anomaly detection have 159 gained increasing attention in the visualization community. 160 On cybersecurity, Fischer et al. [26] visualized attacks on 161 a large-scale network by mapping the monitored network 162 as a treemap and the attacking host as an isolated node. 163 They did not provide a way to identify the anomalous 164 events but instead relied on an external intrusion detection 165 system. Teoh et al. [27] applied a statistical model to detect 166 anomalies in the Border Gateway Protocol. The anomaly of 167 each event is visualized by line graphs and a series of circles 168 indicating the time and signature of the event. 169 On sensor networks, Shi et al. [7] proposed multiple 170 designs to visualize and analyze their anomalies to allow the 171 different aspects of data to be investigated. The temporal 172 expansion model graph displays the network as a directed 173 tree. The correlation graph visualizes the correlations among 174 the attributes. And the dimension projection graph maps the 175 sensor nodes to a scatterplot. Liao et al. [28] further extended 176 this work to consider the membership changes of the node 177 communities, so that anomaly detection is less sensitive to the 178 activity of each individual node. 179 On geospatial intelligence, Liao et al. [29] developed 180 GPSva, a visual analytic system to study anomalies in GPS 181 streaming traces. The anomalies are detected using the I E E E P r o o f 182 conditional random field and visualized on a map. Thom 183 et al. [8] detected and visualized spatiotemporal anomalies 184 based on geo-located twitter messages. A cluster analysis is 185 used to distinguish the global and local messages. The 186 aggregated messages are then visualized as the term clouds 187 on a geographic map. 188 On social media, Zhao et al. [9] developed #FluxFlow to 189 visually analyze anomalies in the information diffusion 190 over social media. The anomalous retweeting threads are 191 detected using an one-class conditional random field model. 192 The users involved in the anomalous threads are visualized 193 as circles inside a streamgraph. Coordinated multiple views 194 are designed to allow anomaly detection in both the over- 195 view and the detail. 196 On finance, aka the fraud detection, the visual analytics Ref. [7] is the closest to ours. However, the correlation graph 211 only considers one sensor node and one type of relation-212 ship. Our approach scales to analyze the interactions among 213 multiple types of nodes and their multimodal relationships 214 by visually synthesizing all of the information in a single 215 high-order correlation graph. Therefore, our method is 216 more suitable to apply to analyze the collective anomaly in 217 a sophisticated context. 218 Meanwhile, the visualization methods for the multivariate 219 and dynamic graphs [34] , [35] are also related to our work. 220 The difference is, the attributes displayed on the nodes/links 221 of HOCG represent the suspicious events happened on the 222 nodes and the correlation among these events. This is 223 designed for the task of anomaly detection. The anomaly score serves two purposes: it allows us to 268 identify the moderately anomalous events, which poten-269 tially composes the collective anomaly; it also provides a 270 criterion for users to rank and filter the anomalous events 271 independent of the data type. Furthermore, the interrelation between the two events F i 372 and F j , denoted as rðF i ; F j Þ, is defined by their high-order 373 correlation. To construct the high-order correlation, we con-374 sider four classes of single-type correlations. r S ðs i ; s j Þ 375 denotes the spatial correlation (e.g., happened on the same 376 floor), r T ðt i ; t j Þ denotes the temporal correlation (e.g., hap-377 pened in the same minute/hour), r C ðc i ; c j Þ denotes the facet 378 correlation (e.g., belonging to the same group of sensors), 379 and r O ðo i ; o j Þ denotes the object-level correlation (e.g., hav-380 ing traffic flows between the two hosts). These correlations 381 are combined by the fusing function r F ðr S ; r T ; r C ; r O Þ to 382 compute the high-order correlation score. 383 Finally, HOCG is defined as H ¼ ðV; EÞ. V denotes the 384 set of nodes in which each node is an event made up of its 385 5-tuple. E denotes the set of edges in which each edge repre-386 sents the high-order correlation between the events. In the 387 real usage, HOCG is often studied within a user-specified 388 time interval T, which is defined by the dynamic HOCG, i.e., 389 HðTÞ ¼ ðVðTÞ; EðTÞÞ. In another setting, HOCG is extended 390 to include the events that are closely related to the existing 391 highly anomalous events through the anomaly score propa-392 gation. The extended HOCG is denoted as Visual Analytics Framework. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we pro-415 pose a three-stage visual analytics framework to construct 416 and visualize the HOCG for the collective anomaly detection. 417 The raw input is the list of event data ( Fig. 1a ). In the first 418 stage, we apply the point anomaly detection algorithm on the 419 events at each facet of an object. Each event is assigned an 420 anomaly score, which is indicated by the darkness of the node 421 fill color in Fig. 1b . In the second stage, the correlations among 422 events are discovered, based on which the HOCG is con-423 structed. Finally, the raw HOCG is abstracted in an object-424 centric way for an efficient, compact visualization. The graph 425 simplification, based on time and anomaly score filtering, is 426 also supported to reduce the visual complexity. In addition, 427 the mechanism of the anomaly propagation is employed 428 to augment the object-level HOCG. This allows the users to 429 identify the hidden anomalies in the studied dataset. [1] , e.g., the statistics-based, the classification-based, and the 440 nearest-neighbor-based algorithms. In theory, each of these 441 algorithms can be plugged into our framework to detect the 442 point anomalies. We will describe the two algorithms that 443 work well with the scenarios in our case studies. 444 The input to each algorithm is the list of events on the 445 same facet of an object. We assume there is a set of events 446 known to be normal, or there is no such normal dataset, but 447 the portion of abnormal data is known to be very small. In 448 the latter case, we will use the entire dataset as the normal 449 dataset. In the third step, the probability for the measured value to 495 deviate from the k Ã th Gaussian component is computed by In the final step, the anomaly score of the event is trans-500 lated from the probability by value v j is then computed by DT , is more important. The correlation is formulated as is more useful to define the temporal closeness, which is 577 formulated as aspects of the correlation. The uniform fusing is as follows: (events) and edges (correlation) could be extremely large. 635 Consequently, we introduce two methods to alleviate this 636 effect. 637 Graph Simplification. We provide a filtering scheme that 638 allows users to specify a time period T to generate a 639 dynamic HOCG (HðTÞ) that is smaller than the full-time 640 HOCG (H). The filtering starts from selecting the events 641 whose corresponding time falls into T, i.e., fF i jt i 2 Tg. To 642 allow users to focus on the anomalies, a threshold on the 643 anomaly score is selected; it is denoted by a 0 . The events 644 with higher (equal) anomaly scores than the threshold are 645 kept. The correlation analysis is only conducted between 646 these selected events. Similarly, a threshold of the fused 647 correlation score is specified, denoted by r 0 , so that only the 648 correlations stronger (equal) than the threshold are retained. 649 After the filtering process is conducted, the isolated events 650 on the HOCG will be removed. Finally, we form the object-level edges by merging the 678 event-level correlations. As depicted in Fig. 2b , the correla-679 tion between two events will be merged into the correlation 680 between the anomaly intervals covering these events, then 681 to the correlation between the associated objects. The max 682 function is used to compute the object-level correlation 683 from the low-level components. 684 
Anomaly Propagation
685
To fulfill the requirement R3 in Section 3.1 and support the 686 task T4 in Section 3.2, other anomalies that are not currently 687 in the HOCG should also be considered: 1) the event with a 688 low anomaly score, but closely related to many highly 689 anomalous events, which is critical for the root cause analy-690 sis; and 2) multiple mildly anomalous events strongly corre-691 lated to each other, which could potentially be a collective 692 anomaly. We introduce an anomaly propagation based 693 method that can detect these hidden anomaly patterns. 694 The basic idea is to propagate and re-distribute the anom-695 aly score over the HOCG so that the anomaly score of the 696 events in the above cases could be raised higher than the 697 threshold, and be displayed in the visualization. The key chal- In the augmented object-level HOCG, the objects with the new 719 anomaly score lower than the threshold will again be removed. 720 
VISUALIZATION
721
We designed and implemented a web-based visualization 722 interface of the HOCG (Fig. 3) . The interface is composed of 723 four coordinated views: 1) the correlation graph view 724 ( Fig. 3c ) that displays the HOCG structure for the static 725 anomaly analysis within a certain time window; 2) the over- options, e.g., stress majorization, hierarchical layout. 793 For each node, a multi-layered wedge-based metaphor is 794 designed to visualize the anomaly time series on this object. 795 As shown in Fig. 4a, 4b view on the right part of the interface (Fig. 3, 3e, 3f, 3g ). Note 890 that for different data types, the detail view will have custom-891 ized designs. For example, on the movement data, we depict 892 the histogram of the selected employee's spatial distribution 893 in Fig. 3f , which is compared with the average employee's 894 distributions in Fig. 3e for the model explanation. The location 895 of the selected event is displayed in Fig. 3g . 896 On the sensor data analyzed in the first case study 897 (Section 6.1), the detail view will illustrate all the events on 898 the selected time point. On each event, a line chart in blue is 899 drawn to represent the GMM model of the normal profile 900 ( Fig. 6c, 6d, 6e as time series (Fig. 6f) , which enables the user to drill-down 907 to the level of the raw data. level will be highlighted, as shown in Fig. 4c . 915 In addition, we introduce three advanced interactions for 916 the visual analysis of collective anomalies. The first is the about these activities is the major task of the challenge. 951 We apply HOCG to tackle the VC16 challenge, where the 952 mapping from data to HOCG has previously been intro-953 duced. In the analysis, we first investigate the suspicious 954 employees over the entire two weeks. We filter the HOCG 955 to remove all the HVAC anomalies and only show the correlation graph is shown in Fig. 5a . The graph illustrates 960 that three employees (i.e., RMieshaber1, MBramar1, and 961 PYoung1) have more connections than the others. By investi-962 gating the anomaly details for the three employees, we dis-963 cover that PYoung1 is especially suspicious for three primary 964 reasons. First, his anomaly score time series presents a signifi-965 cantly higher spike on June 2 (Fig. 5b) , which is not found for 966 the other two employees. Second, his anomalous events on 967 June 8 and 10 last for almost the entire day ( Fig. 5b) . Third, 968 there is another employee PYoung2 connected to PYoung1 by 969 propagation (Fig. 5a ), due to their high facet correlation. This gram of his own movement on other days (Fig. 5c ). The behav- 976 ior of PYoung1 is suspicious as he mostly stayed in one zone 977 (F2Z7) for the entire day. This is a zone that he only visited 978 a few times during the other days. 979 We then study the anomalous HVAC events. Due to the 980 large number of HVAC anomalies, we apply an anomaly 981 score threshold of 0.8 so that only the highly suspicious 982 HVAC anomalies are shown. The corresponding HOCG 983 visualization is given in Fig. 6a Fig. 6a ). To better 989 understand the details of these anomalies, we click on the 990 node of F3Z1 to retrieve its event timeline (Fig. 6b ). Then we 991 select a typical time of 12:55 PM, June 2 on F3Z1 to access 992 the explanation for the anomaly. The detail views in Fig. 6, 6c , 993 6d, 6e show that all the three temperature-related anomalies 994 have their sensor readings largely deviated from the GMM 995 model of the normal profile. By looking at the raw sensor 996 readings (Fig. 6f) , it is revealed that both cooling/heating 997 set points were turned up, from 10/7 C to 35/32 C at 998 13:00 PM. The zone temperature followed accordingly. By language with the following attributes: "id" is the execution 1185 sequence; "eip_addr" is the address of this line of code; 
